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I. Corporate & Global 
 

Biden, Morning Joe, and the Progressives claim the MAGA movement is fascist and the most extreme and 

dangerous political organization in America today. No, that would be the Biden administration and the 

Progressive Party. Wikidiff.com (autocracy vs fascism) defines autocracy as a form of government in which 

unlimited power held is held by a single individual and defines fascism as a political regime with 

totalitarian aspirations, ideologically based on a relationship between business and the centralized 

government, where elite corporations join with government forces to control the marketplace and 

repress criticism or opposition; a leader cult exalting the state and/or religion above individual rights.  

Progressives constantly try to project their ideology onto the right by comparing conservatives to Hitler 

and Mussolini. The fact is that the conservative right champions the other end of the spectrum: individual 

rights and liberty. Our republic was founded on the principle that individual rights should not be sacrificed 

for the collective good. Sacrificing individual rights for the collective good, or “general will”, is the 

Progressive/Marxist ideology. Progressives/Marxists/Fascists believe that all rights are subject to the 

state, e.g., men as communities are supreme over men as individuals, from each according to his ability to 

each according to his needs. (See DP, Ch. The Debate: Equality or Individual Liberty, p.3) 

Hitler was a National Socialist, Lenin’s was a Marxist/Communist, and Mussolini was a Fascist. Socialism, 

Marxism/Communism and Fascism are the core beliefs of the present-day, anti-capitalist, Progressive 

movement as evidenced by the ideologies of Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, Nancy Pelosi, The Squad, 

and others on the left. The Progressive movement is comprised of Marxist, Socialist, Fascist and 

Communist organizations, e.g., Antifa, Black Lives Matters, La Raza, Moveon.org, Occupy Wall Street, 

SEIU, Socialist Worker, Voice of Revolution.  Mussolini’s fascist Manifesto is literally the doctrine of 

collectivism, the Progressive ideology. Throughout history, collectivism has only proven to benefit the 

ruling class social elite, Venezuela being its latest victim.  

Communism takes total ownership of party, social class and means of production, whereas Fascism allows 

ownership, but government representation controls the means of production through national councils. 

For example, blackmailing our country, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi tried to hold the $2 trillion 

CARES Act stimulus bill hostage until she could get her fascist polices enacted. Hiding behind the political 

correctness of diversity, she tried to insert government-controlled Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) 

corporate boards, or national councils, as well as Union funds and Union controls into the CARES Act. Like 

communism, fascism also advocates for a totalitarian, one-party state. 

Diversity boards completely control corporate management, salaries, hiring practices, costs, profits, and 

means of production. Corporations are forced to give the government a complete statistical analysis of 

their operations on a quarterly basis and would be beholden to Nancy and the Progressive party. Pelosi 

also tried to create a totalitarian, one-party, fascist, progressive state by trying to insert nationalized 

federal election laws into the CARES bill, e.g., early voting, same day voter registration, mail in voting, and 

vote harvesting, all of which benefit the Progressive party. Nancy has tried to control the presidency, the 

senate, and the judicial branch of government. Now she wants control of our means of production. Nancy 

frequently boasts about her Italian heritage while she accuses Trump of being a Russian agent; is she an 

Italian fascist agent? Recently Nasdaq’s Board of Directors colluded with the SEC to develop their 
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unconstitutional, fascist, diversity disclosure rules which require companies to annually disclose diversity 

quotas of their board members. 

One of the defining principles of fascism is the consolidation of government and business. Klaus Schwab, 

founder of the World Economic Forum in Davos, executive chairman, self-appointed world leader, and his 

global elites are central planners engineering the world’s Great Reset. They manipulate asset 

management companies, like BlackRock which handles retirement funds, to force them to become 

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) compliant or forgo ESG financial investments. BlackRock is 

on the forefront of ESG investing and Brian Deese, who previously served as BlackRock’s global head of 

sustainable investing, presently heads Biden’s National Economic Council and owns $2.4M in ESG stock 

(See PIA, CH., Home Act p. 19).  

As of March 2022, ESG stock is valued at $2.7T and is estimated to become 1/3 of our global assets by 

2025. The top three ESG asset management firms are Larry Fink’s BlackRock with $10 trillion, Buckley’s 

Vanguard with $7.2 trillion, and State Street with over $20 trillion in global assets. Progressives plan to 

use fascist ESG funds to control businesses, banking, investments, energy, property, farms, food, 

consumption, environments, and individual freedom. A recently deleted UN article, “The Benefits of 

World Hunger”, argued how central planners could use world hunger as a method of controlling people. 

Henry Kissinger, Klaus Schwab’s mentor, claimed if you control the food, you control the people, if you 

control the energy, you control the continent, if you control the money, you control the world. 

ESG corporations use the retirement funds of other people who don’t support the ESG political or social 

agendas. They take retirement funds from firefighters, nurses, military, small business owners, unions, 

municipalities, and private organizations and use that money to force companies to conform to their 

policies. Forcing ESG regulations on countries, corporations, banks, and insurance companies causes 

inflation, poor business practices, and low earnings, and causes CEOs to forgo fiduciary responsibilities to 

their stockholders. ESG asset managers are destroying American companies and the American energy 

sector while they invest in and enrich Chinese companies. They’re also using U.S. military retirement 

funds to invest in China’s military industrial complex. 

Fascism is making sure you have an adequate ESG score so you, your business, and country can conduct 

business, like banking, borrowing, trading, investing, and selling stock, to increase in value. If political 

leaders, CEOs, and individuals don’t comply with ESG standards, CEOs like Larry Fink of BlackRock 

threaten their livelihood. ESG asset managers won’t invest in countries, companies, or banks that aren’t 

woke. They won’t make loans or do business with countries, companies, or individuals of which they 

disapprove, like the oil and gun industries or Elon Musk’s Tesla.  

Congress won’t protect our free speech, but Elon musk will. Twitter’s progressive administrators claimed 

they didn’t shadow ban, but after Musk moved to take over Twitter, miraculously conservatives like 

Lauren Boebert, Marjorie Taylor Greene, and Donald Trump Jr.  gained hundreds of thousands of 

followers. To prevent Musk from a successful takeover of Twitter, progressives again resorted to Alinsky’s 

fascist techniques: target, isolate, and destroy. They’re using corporations like Apple, Best Buy, HBO, Coca 

Cola, Disney, Kraft, and others to target and boycott Twitter. The usual suspects sponsoring the boycott 

are George Soros’s Open Society, NGOs founded by Obama and Clinton, wealthy Democrat donors, labor 
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unions, European governments, and other dark money globalist organizations that are trying to restrict 

your free speech and freedom of thought. Aren’t Progressives supposed to hate corporate pigs? 

BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street have also risen to action and have ousted Elon’s company Tesla 

from participating in ESG stock. After years of enjoying ESG stock benefits, Tesla suddenly slipped from 

grace when Elon announced he could no longer condone progressive fascism, exposed and liberated their 

media weapon, Twitter, and announced he was voting republican. Margaret Dorn, head of ESG Indices 

North America at S&P Dow Jones Indices, justified Tesla’s sudden low ESG scores by claiming it was racial 

discrimination and poor working conditions, not Elon’s change in politics, that knocked him off ESG’s S&P 

500 index. ESG is a blessing to China and American corporations based in China who use ESG fascism to 

take down America’s industry. 

Like in China, you will no longer be able to get a loan, car, home, or insurance, or own or invest in a 

business unless you’re compliant within a certain ESG score. You will have to show your environmental 

plans and prove your diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) to exist. Government will control your business, 

products, production, purchases, hiring, board member makeup, movement, transportation, and living 

arrangements. Biden and his projecting progressive pigs, however, claim the Republicans are the fascists. 

(See PIA CHP. Home Act p. 17) 

Over the past decade, Sri Lanka and Ghana pulled themselves into the 21st century and have established 

economies that rival the West. Recently, the UN and World Economic Forum convinced their leaders to go 

woke and they increased their ESG scores above 90%. However, after switching to renewable energy and 

organic fertilizer to lower CO2, they now find themselves without food, water, electricity, and gasoline. 

Their economies have completely collapsed and they’re suffering a massive insurrection.  

Countries across Europe, including England, France, Germany, and the Netherlands, as well as South 

Africa and Argentina have also gone woke to increase their ESG scores. They, too, are now experiencing 

faltering economies, food shortages and rolling blackouts that sometimes exceed 8 hours a day. In the 

U.S., states that have permitted the progressive woke to replace their fossil fuel energy grid with 

renewables, like Texas and California, are also experiencing rolling blackouts. If we continue down the 

global green energy woke path of Biden, the Progressives, and Klaus Schwab, our fate will soon resemble 

that of Sri Lanka and Ghana. The U.S. is now within a hair’s width of becoming Sri Lanka and Ghana. The 

poorer you get, the higher your ESG score.  

Despite tragic food shortages and economic collapses caused by ESG regulations, Biden and his globalists 

are marching on. His SEC is proposing new ESG directives aimed at U.S. farms that eliminate necessary 

crop protection tools, force farms to invest in renewable energy practices, and restrict livestock farming. 

Biden’s Labor Secretary is promoting progressive unions and fascist government regulations that control 

how workers can invest. For example, they plan to forbid workers from investing in crypto currency and 

force them to invest in ESG stock.  

This will eliminate corporations that are not conducive to their fascist regime, like the oil and gun 

industry. Fascist ESG stock will strip citizens of their constitutional freedoms, raise the cost of energy and 

products, and keep the working-class poor and in their place. Big government control, a form of modern 
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socialism, is no longer accomplished through physical takeovers but by making your survival dependent 

on government regulation.   

Big government socialism and Modern Monetary Theory, which claims the government can spend as 

much as it wants, the feds can print as much as they want, and the central planners can regulate as much 

as they want, is failing miserably. Socialism is the big lie of the 20th century; it’s equality at the point of a 

gun. While it promises prosperity, equality, and fairness, it delivers poverty, scarcity, misery, tyranny, and 

oppression. As usual, Marxists believe they are never wrong and blame everyone and everything else for 

their failures, like Putin, the pandemic, and Republicans. Trump interrupted the progressive great reboot 

of America which began under Obama and, therefore, he had to be destroyed. 

For the obvious reasons, ESG is becoming unpopular with many individuals, businesses and countries, and 

ESG stock has slid over 17% and is starting to fail. To assist in its recovery, Biden has informed businesses 

that they must offer ESG stock as part of their benefit and retirement programs. He’s applying fascist 

progressive strongarm tactics by forcing retirement fund managers to assess the cost of their company’s 

environmental impact and then place a ESG tax on individual retirement funds. He has included ESG 

reporting enforcement in the Build Back Better Bill, renamed in Orwellian style to “the Inflationary 

Reduction Act”, to make sure companies, farms, and individuals are compliant with ESG regulations. King 

Biden’s edicts, of course, are unconstitutional and force fiduciaries to forgo their legal responsibilities to 

their stockholders.   

Senator Dan Sullivan of Alaska has introduced the Investor Democracy is Expected (INDEX) Act, to fight 

ESG asset management companies. This bill gives the power to vote shares back to the shareholders. The 

big three investment managers, BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street, cast 20% to 25% of all shareholder 

votes for S&P 500 companies. They are the top shareholders in 90% of the S&P 500 companies. 

Top ESG stockholders are concerned about the recent corporate and public pushback of their fascist ESG 

policies. Brian Deese, Prince Charles, Goldman, Morgan Stanley, Apollo, Bank of America, and other global 

executives have flown to Europe on their private jets to hold secret meetings regarding ESG stock. These 

corporate pigs only care about their wallets and are phony environmental, social justice, and governance 

advocates.  

At the G7 meeting, Biden continued to blame Russia for his inflation-inducing policies. However, from the 

time Biden was inaugurated until the Ukraine invasion in February 2022, inflation increased 435%. After 

the invasion, inflation increased a mere 9% (.02) which can also be attributed to Biden’s policies and not 

the Ukraine war. Inflation due to oil shortages can’t be blamed on Putin. Russia is pumping oil at full 

capacity and selling it at a discount to India and China. During that same meeting, Biden insisted that we 

must continue suffering his self-imposed inflation and supply shortages to achieve his insane energy and 

fascist Marxist transformation. 

Former BlackRock executive and now White House economic adviser Brian Deese backed Biden by saying, 

“what you heard from the president today was a clear articulation of the stakes; this is about the future of 

the liberal world order, and we must stand firm.” Deese believes their fascist regime, i.e., globalists, 

BlackRock, Progressives, the Biden administration, and Deese himself, are the omnipotent rulers who run 

our government, not the people. Their new liberal world order is the new fascism. Their fascist Marxist 
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transformation and inflationary redistribution policies are a complete assault on the American people, 

drain wealth from the working class, and only benefit the aristocratic elites.  

Citizens of America are told that inflation, the soaring cost of living, price hikes, baby formula and energy 

shortages, crime, division, hate, open borders, and Afghanistan are all Putin’s fault. However, under 

Trump, there was the Afghan war, Putin’s war in Syria, and the Iranians terrorizing the Straits of Hormuz 

to disrupt oil shipments, yet we didn’t experience high gas prices or inflation. This was because Trump 

created a solid economy and energy independence. Under Biden, the Taliban is back. 

The Biden administration is the biggest threat and the most extreme political organization in the history 

of America, not the MAGA patriots. This sociopathic, senile imbecile believes he has an omnipotent duty 

to transform our society and forcibly change our lives in accordance with his and the fascist globalist’s 

image, and he has ordained himself supreme ruler to complete this mission. Any objections are 

considered misinformation and will be dealt with accordingly.  

It’s Biden’s ‘totalitarian Obama moment’ to block our constitutional freedoms, end free market 

capitalism, and replace it with big government socialism, central planning, statism, and wealth 

redistribution which will destroy our economy and way of life. Ronnie Jackson (R-Tx) who served as a 

physician in the White House under presidents Bush, Obama, and Trump, claims the Democrats are willing 

to put up with Biden’s cognitive decline to fill the west wing with former Obama staff. On the Colbert 

show, Obama boasted that he could run the White House from his basement in his sweatpants.  

The Biden administration is Obama’s third term (Obama 3.0) and is represented by Susan Rice, Soros is 

represented by Blinken, BlackRock’s Fink is represented by Deese, and big tech is represented by Klain. 

Recognize it? They’ve taken a flawlessly run, pre-pandemic Trump economy, a booming V-shape post- 

pandemic recovery, and drove it into the ditch in less than 15 months. Now we have inflation, stagnation, 

and falling AGIs. High energy costs, excessive spending, high taxes, crashing stock markets, insane 

regulations, no shovel ready projects, GDP under 2%, and recession are all back along with divisive and 

strained race relations, instilled fear, deprived liberties, open borders, terrorism, wars, and globalization, 

i.e., Iran, Paris Climate Accord, and W.H.O. treaties. This is Obama’s, Biden’s, Schumer’s, the Progressive’s, 

and the Davos elite’s idea of the “Great Reset “and “Transformation of America.” They hate America and 

scoff at “We the People” believing it’s theirs to do with as they please.     

Like French aristocrats, their arrogance has no bounds. Watching Biden laugh about inflation during the 

White House Correspondent’s dinner is reminiscent of Obama laughing about the shovel ready projects 

that weren't so shovel ready after all. Biden terminates the energy sector, accelerates inflation, eliminates 

jobs and cars, drives people into poverty, then despotically accuses industries of gouging, and orders 

people to purchase new $70K electric vehicles. They tax small businesses and the working class while 

claiming they’re taxing the rich, then have a meltdown when one of their own woke corporations like 

Disney has its tax exemptions taken away. They blame Trump and call us racist when we object to their 

open borders. They tax and force us to finance millions of illegals who take our jobs and drive down our 

wages. They don’t care that illegals increase the cost of our food, water, energy, and housing, commit 

crimes, destroy our environment, and clog hospitals, roads, and schools, because they’re the new 

transformational order and progressive voter. 
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Biden financed Putin’s war by cutting off our energy, then has the kahunas to accuse Americans who 

don’t support his insane gas tax holiday, upset over high gas prices, of not standing up to Putin, favoring 

his war, and killing people. These fascist pigs give our country to foreigners, line their pockets, call us pigs 

for wanting to maintain our meager standard of living, then claim they’re saving democracy.   

They’re inducing our suffering so they can shut down our open, free society and free market system, and 

replace it by imposing their global, fascist, totalitarian statism. We have enough efficient clean energy to 

power the U.S. indefinitely; more than enough to make a painless, seamless transition in the near future 

to the use of fusion, hydrogen fuel cells, solar, and other technologies which are on the horizon. We have 

enough natural gas in Pennsylvania and Texas alone to power the U.S. with clean energy for the next 800 

years, and we have even more in Anwar and Alaska. This doesn’t include nuclear power which is 100% 

efficient, U.S. oil which is 40% cleaner than Russia or Venezuela’s, or our endless coal reserves that, when 

combined with existing technology, is over 98% efficient.     

Biden accidentally told the truth in his State of the Union address when he declared that the U.S. only 

accounts for 15% of global carbon emissions while the rest of the world accounts for 85%. He further 

stated that, even if we did everything perfect, it wouldn’t matter. World CO2 will never decrease while 

China and India keep doubling their output. NOAA found that, during the 16-month covid lockdowns, 

global carbon emissions increased. It seems that idle airplanes, boarded businesses, and quiet highways 

had no effect on the climate. The global annual average of climate fatalities has gone from 500K in 1920 

to less than a thousand in 2021, a 99% drop attributed to strong vibrant economies.  

According to the EIA’s website, in 2015 CO2 emissions generated from electricity in the U.S. decreased to 

their lowest levels since 1993 thanks to our technological advances in fossil fuels. However, recent studies 

argue whether CO2 even traps greenhouse gases that supposedly cause warming. Ice core data from 

Greenland reveals 8,000 years of zero correlation between CO2 and temperature. Green Peace founder 

Patrick Moore said he doesn’t know why they say the world is going to end in the next 12 years because 

air and water have been getting cleaner for the last fifty years. In a Washington Examiner interview, 

Ocasio-Cortez’s Chief of Staff, Saikat Chakrabarti, claimed the Green New Deal isn’t about climate change 

but how to change the economy. Earth Justice, the Sierra Club and other so-called environmental fascists 

are partly financed by China, Russia and others who want to destroy and run our country. 

John Casey, former space shuttle engineer, climate expert, and author of “Dark Winter”, claims the sun, 

not carbon emissions, drives Earth’s temperature. According to Casey’s “Relational Cycle” data, the past 

650,000 years indicates the Earth is cooling, not warming, and that our species may have seen its last 

warming period for hundreds if not thousands of years. Yet, for the last 30 years, progressive 

propagandists continue claiming mankind, not the sun, is controlling the temperature. Although none of 

their climate warming predictions have come true, Progressives insist on massive government regulations 

and taxes on carbon-based fuels, claiming the U.S. economy is the villain. Destroying our economy and 

carbon-based energy sector is exactly the wrong thing to do and will leave us unprepared and defenseless 

against global cooling. (See DP, Ch. Climate Change, p.57 and PIA Ch. Green New Deal, p.38). 

The Committee to Unleash Prosperity has discovered that solar and wind farms would need four areas the 

size of South Dakota to power just half of our major cities and will devastate thousands of acres of our 

landscape. Greenies never mention the toxic waste dumps these batteries will create. According to 
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Foreign Policy magazine, you would need 34 million metric tons of copper, 40 million tons of lead, 50 

million tons of zinc, 162 million tons of aluminum, and 4.8 billion tons of iron to complete their Green 

New Deal. How are you going to get these minerals when they won't let you mine, and what would this 

scale of mining due to the environment if you could?  

Progressives claim they’re trying to create more energy, but their policies are doing just the opposite. 

According to the U.S. Dept. of Energy, the Biden administration is undercutting energy by raising royalty 

rates, eliminating subsidies, imposing excess profit tax, and is pushing international financing, Wall Street, 

and banks to defund and end the financing of fossil fuels. He has given Covid-19 relief funds to 

environmental groups to sue oil and gas companies and ordered the SEC to force companies to disclose 

and tax their climate risk. He has killed Keystone and other pipelines, reduced drilling on federal lands by 

80%, cancelled leases in Alaska and the Gulf of Mexico, and has slowed the approval process of oil and gas 

projects. Yet Biden swears he’s doing everything possible to bring down fuel and energy prices.     

The EPA, Energy Department and Interior Department have tightened their environmental regulations 

destroying oil, gas, and LNG pipelines and refining permits. They’ve added their ideological social cost to 

carbon tax and have allowed states, counties, native tribes, and Democrat-backed trial lawyers into the 

energy policy decision-making process. The bureaucrats in the SEC, Fed, and Treasury departments are 

woke fascists that are unconstitutionally incorporating environmental and social justice programs into 

their policies. In a fascist corporate government alliance, asset management companies are withholding 

finances from energy corporations that they deem non-ESG compliant.  

Biden’s energy secretary, like Obama’s, wants to raise gas prices above those of the European Unions. 

Deb Haaland, the Interior Secretary, put out a statement to shut down drilling that read: “A Proposed 

Program is not a decision to issue specific leases or to authorize any drilling or development.” Thinking 

they’re clever, they withhold permits while trying to convince the public that oil companies can get all the 

leases they want. It’s akin to buying all the guns you want when you can’t have any bullets. They have 

forced 11 refineries to shut down or convert to renewable fuels by increasing their air quality demands, 

environmental restrictions, state, and federal policies.  

Biden strongarms our financial institutions, preventing energy sector investments, then threatens oil 

companies and refineries if they don’t produce more. He claims he’s forcing people to transition to 

electric cars (EVs) when there aren’t enough raw materials to accommodate everyone, few people can 

afford one, China makes the batteries, and they lack the plans to dispose of the batteries when they 

expire. How is the environment going to benefit from the billions of tons of strip mining and billions of 

discarded batteries that leak acid and toxic metals into the soil?  

Biden’s Green New Deal has failed miserably. It’s caused the European Union to revert to coal energy, 

pollution to increase, Putin’s economy to skyrocket, the US economy to tank, a global recession, 

destroyed world energy resources and has emboldened our enemies. Adding insult to injury, pathetic, 

incompetent, imbecilic world elitists, in an incredible display of stupidity, are planning global fascist price 

controls that will further diminish supply, inflate prices and result in a global economic meltdown. Then 

again, that might be their goal. 
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II. Domestic 
 

Progressives use fascism to instill fear, control and destroy our free society. Aristocracies must eliminate 

free thought, free markets, constitutional laws, institutions, and civil liberties. While claiming that they’re 

defenders of democracy, they fabricate climate change, pandemics, and social justice movements to 

destroy and control the economy, businesses, consumption, environments, speech, behavior, and law 

enforcement. To solidify, fund, and establish fascist, totalitarian, mandated party rule, they concoct 

diversity to spread intolerance, hate speech to abolish free speech, hate crimes to divide, social justice 

movements to destroy law enforcement, crime to abolish gun rights, voter suppression to federalize 

rigged elections, open borders to destroy sovereign immigration laws, the Green New Deal to destroy free 

markets, the housing crisis to abolish property rights, fear to establish Marxist fascism, government 

student loan programs to fund progressive education indoctrination systems, and abortion rights to 

increase the female labor force participation rate.  

To maintain power, Progressives must continuously incubate fear and alternate realities with deception, 

and, thus far without consequence, have employed fascism to deceive the American people. They foster 

lies about the pro-parent bill being anti-gay, the Supreme Court eliminating abortion, LGBTQ’s isolation, 

white supremacy, cop minority killings, climate change, the COVID pandemic, CRT indoctrination, school 

closures, infrastructure funding, the energy crisis, gas gouging, companies gouging, inflation, Putin 

inflation, the border crisis, Trump’s border crisis, Border Patrol whippings, January 6, Russian collusion, 

Hunter Biden’s laptop, Afghanistan, creating 9M jobs, and that Biden’s a uniter. They need a Biden lie-o-

meter and misinformation board just to keep track of their endless lies. It’s okay though because Biden 

and his woke administration tell you every day about how hard they’re working and how they feel your 

pain. 

Progressives just make stuff up. For example, Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY) claims that MAGA is the biggest 

threat to America’s existence; that they’re not arresting political opponents, they’re saving democracy. 

We’re told millions of illegals need to invade and take over our country because we’re racist climate 

deniers. We’re told we have lying eyes, that millions of illegals aren’t flooding across the border, and that 

the border is secure. They claim we have the strongest economy in history after causing stagflation, 

inflation, and a recession. They claim the recession is transitional and imagined and that we’re living in an 

alternate universe. We’re told the withdrawal from Afghan was a success, and that men can give birth and 

breast feed. That must be why Biden said “we must reject the culture in which facts themselves are 

manipulated and even manufactured. “  

Progressive sociopath projectionists blatantly point to the massive destruction they created and simply 

project the cause onto others. For example, Republicans are responsible for defunding the police and the 

rise in crime, and Trump opened the border. Cortez Masto (D-Sen NV) and her partisan party despotically 

voted to transform America’s energy system by closing 11 refineries, and taxed and regulated energy 

companies out of business. Now, at the height of hypocrisy, she’s shamelessly running statewide political 

ads blaming oil companies for the high gas prices that she created. White House spokesperson, Karine 

Jean-Pierre, accuses Republicans of using illegal immigrants as pawns after the Democrats flooded our 

country with millions of illegals to increase their power, take over our country, and usher in their global 
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Marxist one world order transformation. The teacher’s unions are running ads and have launched DOJ 

investigations accusing concerned parents of attacking them after they subverted their children with 

political and sexual indoctrination. Progressives use fascist, Orwellian thought-control tactics to strip you 

of your freedom and autonomy and then claim their opponents are fascist.  

The worse they make our society, the more people they can radicalize to their Marxist fascism. Vladimir 

Lenin said, ‘the worse, the better’, or as Obama and Chuck Schumer said, ‘to fundamentally transform 

America.’ The third term of the Obama-Biden administration is not interested in making American 

people’s lives better, but by design is moving the country towards global communism. As they destroy the 

capitalist free market system, we go from the land of plenty to scarcity, empty shelves, long lines at the 

pump, and poverty, like the Soviet Union, Cuba, and Venezuela. They no longer care about hiding their 

agenda and are hell bent on making this transformation as fast as possible. They won’t move to Cuba 

because being little bitches keeps them relevant, and Cuba won’t take them. 

Progressives are using fascist tactics to try and convince us that, after 240 years, our first amendment 

right of free speech is a threat to democracy. The Biden administration, Progressives, intelligence 

agencies, corporate and social media have a fascist relationship and collude to manipulate our thoughts 

to sustain their fascist ideology. Their phony Russian collusion and Hunter’s laptop misinformation 

propaganda campaigns have exposed this relationship. Fascism allows Progressives to advance their 

ideology by allowing government to use privately held corporations to circumvent and violate the 

constitution. 

Using an executive order to censor speech and online content, the Biden administration and Homeland 

Security started a “Disinformation Governance Board”. It’s a resurrection of Obama’s Stop Online Piracy 

Act (SOPA). To shield it from congressional oversight, it was placed in the DHS secretary’s office. This 

board gives DHS unilateral authority to takedown websites that they deemed were disseminating 

disinformation without going through the legal process. This fascist government board collaborates with 

social media corporations like Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc. to control speech and was designed to 

prevent people like Elon Musk from taking ownership, exposing, and liberating companies like Twitter. 

After its discovery and in Orwellian fashion, they repackaged and renamed the misinformation board “The 

Task Force to Fight Online Harassment.” 

The board was to be headed by a partisan hack, Nina Jankowicz, A.K.A. Mary Poppins, who alleged 

Trump’s involvement in Russian collusion, claimed hunter Biden’s laptop was Russian disinformation, etc. 

Once she was exposed spreading misinformation and lies, she doubled down claiming bipartisanship and 

that the misinformation board was only meant to filter incoming foreign misinformation. Unfortunately 

for her, Chuck Grassley (R-Sen IA), released documents obtained through a whistleblower that revealed 

Biden’s government misinformation board was colluding with social media corporations that employed 

fascist tactics. This fascist corporate government misinformation board was aimed squarely at our 

domestic population, giving Progressive’s Orwellian thought control over our speech, politics, academics, 

social thought, environment, free markets, and healthcare.  

To change America’s demographics, despotic fascists like Biden, Mayorkas, Soros, and the global 

conglomerates have joined forces. They have circumvented Congress and the judicial branch and have 

setup a fascist dictatorship. Their ESG asset managers discriminate against companies that assist in the 
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prevention of illegal immigration. They’ve partnered with and have allowed Mexican cartels to control 

U.S. borders. Mexican cartels are now making over $200M per week by charging millions of illegals from 

160 different countries thousands of dollars to cross into the U.S. They have also partnered with 

sociopath Luis Garcia Villagran, a Mexican national who believes God has ordained him to destroy 

America and its sovereignty. Villagran is leading the caravans of millions of illegals that are invading our 

country.   

According to House committee testimony, these fascists are using the UN, Big Tech, and NGOs to 

treasonously execute the New Way Forward Act previously denied by congress. To aid and abet the 

invasion, these fascist organizations are providing illegal immigrants with social media platforms, maps to 

the U.S., and advice on how to avoid or place themselves in the custody of the Border Patrol and thwart 

U.S. laws. They’re using U.S. taxpayer money to send lawyers, psychologists, and money south of the 

border to recruit, aid, and encourage people to cross into the U.S. illegally. (See PIA CHP. Illegal 

Immigration p. 42) 

Progressives refused to follow the remain in Mexico and Title 42 policies upheld by the courts. Recently, 

the courts left the remain in Mexico policy up to Biden, so course he overturned it. In 2021, over 2M 

illegal immigrants crossed the U.S. borders and, according to the Associated Press, from December-June 

2022 another 2M have illegally crossed. Including the border patrol’s estimated 1.2M got-aways, this 

means nearly 5.5M illegals have crossed our borders in the last year and a half. The Biden administration 

has only used the stay in Mexico policy 7,200 times, less than .0036%, and Title 42 about 40% of the time. 

Biden, Mayorkas, and the Department of Homeland Security have decided that they have unilateral 

authority to give away our country and, without objection, on June 1st, 2022, they empowered themselves 

to grant amnesty to millions of illegal immigrants that have and are pouring over our borders.  

Biden is treasonously changing American lives by weaponizing millions of illegal aliens and stampeding 

them into conservative districts. He’s overwhelming their hospitals, schools, legal systems, and financial 

resources all to benefit his party and their fascist ideology. He’s forcing communities to redirect their 

financial resources to benefit law-breaking illegal aliens while cities are desecrated with homeless vets 

and mentally ill U.S. citizens. Biden reversed Trump’s executive order that prevented illegals from residing 

in the U.S. if they imposed a financial burden and is now offering them taxpayer funded healthcare, 

welfare, and housing.  

According to the Center for Immigration Studies (CIS), once illegal immigrants receive amnesty, they will 

be allowed to draw benefits from Social Security and Medicare. Each one of these recipients will receive, 

on average, $129,000 more from Social Security and Medicare than they and their employers will pay. 

Each illegal immigrant family will cost the American taxpayers approximately $200K per year, $100K per 

year just to enroll their estimated 4 children in public schools.  According to CIS, DHS, MIT, Yale, and Fair, 

if the despotic fascists grant amnesty to all illegals, at Bidens invitation, American taxpayers will pay 

foreign invaders over $4 trillion for the privilege of having these raiders replace them and take over their 

country.  

According to a FAIR report, immigrants create 213% more damage to the U.S.’s environment than they do 

to their home county’s environment. When immigrants come to the U.S., they quadruple their CO2 

emissions and cattle consumption, increase their use of fertilizer by a factor of six, increase their forest 
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footprint by 357%, and birth 1.5X more children than they do in their home country. The average 

immigrant uses 550,000 gallons of water annually. From 2000-2010, 70% to 90% of sprawl nationally was 

caused by immigration-driven population growth. The average urban driver now spends more than 100 

hours per year commuting to work compared to just 16 in 1982, a 525% increase. The Texas 

Transportation Institute's annual study of traffic congestion in urban areas found that, in 2005, Americans 

spent 4.2 billion hours delayed in traffic and wasted 2.9 billion gallons of fuel. Increased traffic means 

more than wasted time and money; it means higher greenhouse gas emissions due to idling cars and 

more chemical runoff which pollutes our nation’s waterways and your backyard. 

The latest divisiveness that Biden’s spewing appears to be the work of Anita Dunn, Obama’s former 

propagandist. Playing the race card, Biden is trying to cower anyone who objects to his progressive, 

globalist, unconstitutional takeover of our country. Americans objecting to his tyranny, to increasing his 

party’s power by replace them with millions of invading illegals that forever change our countries 

demographics, is equated with the Klan. Only Biden, friend of the Klan, a projecting Progressive, could 

accuse Americans of being Klan members for revealing the obvious. When he invites millions of illegals to 

eliminate us with fentanyl, run and gun us down in our streets, trash our communities, takeover our jobs, 

social programs, financial resources, hospitals, schools, and legal systems, one can only conclude that 

they’re being replaced.  

The Biden administration just awarded the “Vera Institute for Justice”, a George Soros organization, a 

$172 million HHS grant to help illegal immigrants avoid deportation. Previously funded by Obama, this 

institute supports the “defund the police movement” and stands to gain $1B by the end of its contract. 

Soros is another foreign-born interloping immigrant that is aided by the fascist machine to abet illegals in 

subverting our laws to change our demographics.  

Since the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was signed by Lyndon Johnson, the population of the 

United States has exploded by 140 million people. Senator Ted Kennedy of Massachusetts, who helped 

construct the bill, claimed the law wouldn’t replace the American population with more compliant 

foreign-born voters. He stated, “the bill will not flood our cities with immigrants, it will not upset the 

ethnic mix of our society, it will not relax the standards of admission, and it will not cause American 

workers to lose their jobs,” yet this is precisely what the bill did. 

Replacement ideology is not a conspiracy theory as Biden would like to lead you to believe. Democrats 

like Stacey Abrams, Julian Castro, Dick Durban, and Biden, among others, boast daily how the 

undocumented are going to be the future majority and turn red states blue. The New York Times even 

printed an op-ed that read “We Can Replace Them”. According to CIS, 67% of Hispanic immigrants can’t 

speak English after living here for over 15 years and 41% of immigrants are functionally illiterate.  

Biden has committed impeachable fascist offenses by refusing to uphold 1) the constitution to defend U.S. 

borders 2) congressional immigration laws, and 3) the stay in Mexico and Title 42 policies, and by 4) using 

unauthorized federal funds to aid and abet criminals crossing our borders, and 5) illegally transporting 

them into the interior of the U.S.  He’s working with the Davos-Soros globalists abetting an invasion, 

giving away and transforming our country. Anyone denying this is more insane than Biden. RINO 

republicans aren’t objecting; they’re complicit. 
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The U.S. courts have admitted that they lacked standing when they unconstitutionally bowed to 

progressive pressure and mandated their abortion ruling. They agreed that the decision belongs to the 

democratic process and state legislators. Progressive’s, however, need to rule by totalitarian fascist 

mandates to legitimize their unpopular policies. They use the totality of their fiats and edicts (i.e., 

executive orders, ending the electoral college, senate filibuster, court and senate, packing, etc.) to 

accomplish their goal of destroying our country. They use Roe v Wade as the symbolic golden calf to panic 

and whip the progressive freaks into a frenzy and drive them to the polls. 

The Supreme Court didn’t ban abortions. Abortion has no basis in the constitution and is therefore 

outside of the Court’s purview, or more bluntly, it’s none of their business. Progressive judges impose 

outcomes like abortion; conservative judges sight the court’s constitutional obligation as the basis for 

their rulings. Legal decisions based within our constitution allow us to rule ourselves democratically, 

which goes against the progressive Marxist ideology. 

When the courts ruled on Roe v Wade, approximately 30 states disallowed abortions and 20 states 

allowed it. If the courts would’ve remained impartial, our judicial process wouldn’t have been damaged 

and abortion wouldn’t have become a national political issue. The Roe v Wade decision has been bad for 

our country in every way. When the Democrats are through using this issue as a political cudgel, people 

will realize that this ruling gives this power back to the states and allows “We the People” to decide. 

Freedom to choose, however, doesn’t seem to be part of the progressive ideology; it’s easier for the elite 

minority to rule by mandates.  

A poll taken by Gallup from May 13–18, 2021, found that 49% of the U.S. population is pro-choice and 

47% is pro-life. Other polls show 46% of the U.S. population doesn’t support abortion, only 40% support 

abortion up to 15 weeks, and only 20% support unlimited abortion. An AP public opinion report found 

that 61% of people felt abortion is legal and 38% felt it is illegal within the first trimester; in the second 

trimester, 34% legal and 65% illegal; and in the 3rd trimester, 19% legal and 80% illegal. Mississippi allows 

abortion up to 15 weeks, which Progressives believe is archaic. There are only a few countries more 

radical than the U.S. regarding abortions. These include North Korea, China, Singapore, Iceland, New 

Zealand, Canada, Vietnam, and now France which just increased the threshold from 14 to 16 weeks. Most 

of Europe limits their abortions to 12 weeks. 

Instead of stepping up to unite us, Biden has once again used this issue to divide us and keep us at odds, 

living in fear of each other. Even though the courts have explicitly limited their ruling specifically to 

abortion, Biden falsely claims that conservatives will now go after gay and interracial marriage. If 

Progressives care so much about women’s rights, why have they stolen their identity by claiming that the 

definition of a woman is subjective and letting men compete in and destroy their sports? Suddenly, when 

it suits their political pig power purpose, women aren’t gender neutral anymore but women again.  

King Biden has cancelled the policy that new regulations had to be passed through a cost benefit analysis 

test; now every bureaucrat is running wild with regulations. For example, Gina McCarthy, the White 

House National Climate Advisor, has threatened to regulate the airline industry out of business and has 

promised to pass 100 new regulations on the appliance industry. Trump’s Senior Economic Adviser Kevin 

Hassett’s new book “Drift Towards Socialism” claims Biden’s tax threats and extreme regulations are 
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forcing companies to once again flee America. As Biden drifts towards socialism, prices will incrementally 

rise, and goods will become scarcer.  

Most likely for political reasons, the FDA falsely accused the Abbot company of producing baby formula 

that contained bacteria. After closing their factory, those FDA agents went on a long vacation, leaving 

Abbot without recourse to rectify the situation. Their actions disrupted the baby formula market leaving 

mothers across the country unable to feed their babies. Biden’s administration then rewarded the FDA 

with $120 million for botching the Abbot baby formula shut down. Biden’s administration also took $130 

million from FEMA’s food and housing budget to buy baby formula for illegals, fly illegals around the 

country, and give NGO’s more money to process illegals faster. 

The International Health Regulations treaty that Biden is about to secretly sign without the consent of the 

people will legally bind the U.S. to international law and has Obama’s fingerprints all over it. This will give 

the W.H.O. the power to close the U.S. economy whenever they claim there’s an epidemic. They can also 

determine which international populations get treated first. Further, it gives the W.H.O. unlimited 

authority to determine what an epidemic is, such as guns, racism, or misinformation. Biden is secretly 

handing over our constitutional rights and sovereignty to a corrupt global organization that’s in bed with 

communist China and that has participated in the COVID cover up. The W.H.O. meeting has been secretly 

covered up by the fascist, government, corporate-controlled media. 

Without informing anyone, King Biden just pledged $1.2 trillion to the Iranians if they sign an undisclosed 

deal with the U.S. This massive amount of money will increase their arsenal, complete their nuclear 

weapons program, spread terrorism throughout the region and world, reward our enemies, punish our 

adversaries, and has Obama’s fingerprints all over it.   

Regardless of politics, religion, race, or social status, sports united us. Therefore, Progressives had to 

subvert this popular convention by turning it into a divisive, fascist, corporate, progressive, woke 

movement. The Carolina Panthers now have a transgender cheerleader. Five Florida Ray baseball players 

were reprimanded for not wearing their pride badges. Jack Del Rio, the offensive coach for the 

Washington Commanders, formerly the racist Washington Redskins, was fined $100,000 for asking why 

BLM wasn’t punished for riots that were much worse than the January 6 protest. Progressives love 

dividing the country then claiming the cure is their fascist Marxist ideology.  

ESPN reported that NBA owners have more than 10 billion dollars invested in China but only invest 

hundreds of millions in social justice programs in the US.  A few sport franchise owners investing in China 

are Miami Heat’s Mickey Arison ($375 million,) Sacramento Kings’ Paul Jacobs ($150 million,) Memphis 

Grizzlies’ Robert Pera ($369 million,) Houston Rockets’ Tilman Fertitta ($160.3 million,) and Charlotte 

Hornets’ Michael Jordan ($85 million.) Jordan just donated $100 million and Brooklyn Nets owner Joe Tsai 

has donated hundreds of millions to social justice programs in the U.S. Fascist NBA traitors finance 

America’s divisive destruction while ignoring China’s use of slave labor and oppression to secure Chinese 

investments, status, and fortunes.  

Biden sold 950K barrels of oil from the American strategic oil reserves to China’s Petrochemical 

Corporation in which his son, Hunter, has been identified as a 10% owner. Hunter claims he sold his 

shares, but China’s national credit information lists Skaneateles as a 10% owner. According to the Free 
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Beacon, Washington D.C. business records list Biden’s private equity firm BHR as the only beneficial 

owner in Skaneateles. Biden has quashed all investigations into China regarding COVID and has allowed 

them to traffic unlimited quantities of fentanyl into the U.S. which has killed millions of U.S. citizens. He’s 

instructed his Department of Justice to eliminate Trump’s China initiative program that combated Chinese 

espionage. This has allowed the situation to become much worse. Along with businesses and universities, 

China now targets everyday U.S. citizens. According to Homeland Security committee member Ron 

Johnson (Sen. WI), the reason Biden canceled the China initiative program was because it may have 

uncovered suspicious activity involving Biden’s corrupt family businesses. 

The U.S. Treasury Department has received an unparalleled 150 reports of suspicious activity concerning 

Biden’s family bank accounts. In an unprecedented defensive move, Biden has just imposed a new rule 

that forbids the Treasury Department from distributing any financial documents to Republicans without 

Democrat authorization. In essence, this halts any investigation into his family’s corruption, and they 

impeached Trump for a phone call. This brings us to the RINO’s railroading express.   
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III. Railroading RINOs 
Welcome aboard the RINO’s railroading express. RINOs won’t go after Hunter’s laptop that reveals, 

among other things, his and Joe’s corrupt dealings with China, Ukraine, Romania, and Mexico. They won’t 

go after former FBI director Louis Freeh who gave $100,000 to Biden’s grandchildren assuring him a 

position in the Biden family business. They won’t go after Kevin Morris, Hunter’s lawyer, who paid 

Hunter’s $2 million tax fraud bill, his $20,000 a month California house rent, and other expenses. Peter 

Schweitzer wonders why Hunter’s not paying his own expenses if he sold his BHR stake in the China firm 

for $20 million.  

RINOs won’t expose Biden and the Progressives who just used the NEPA Environmental Policy Act to 

nullify their own $1.2T infrastructure bill. NEPA uses progressive environmental agencies and their 

lawyers to prevent infrastructure implementation. Conveniently, environmental lawyers get paid with 

taxpayer money to sue their taxpayer employers for years to delay and/or shutdown the implementation 

of the infrastructure bill. Like Obama’s $800B non shovel ready infrastructure bill, the Democrats are once 

again funneling another $1.2T of taxpayer’s infrastructure money to the Democrat party, their operatives, 

unions, donors, bureaucrats and RINOs. Passing needless tax and spend bills is how they enrich, empower, 

and maintain control.  

For example, under the guise of national security, 18 RINO senators supported the Progressives $284B 

CHIPS bill which uses taxpayers’ own money against them. It gives China corporate welfare, $3B for 

China’s solar production, eliminates China tariffs, and surrenders U.S. manufacturing to them. The bill 

gives the UN $8B and the Energy Department $45B to impose climate regulations on U.S. citizens. It gives 

$45B to the Commerce Department to build computer chip factories in Germany, tax breaks to Intel, and 

finances endless corrupt Solyndras. It gives $78B to the National Science Foundation, four times their 

present budget. $284B could be better spent on cutting U.S. corporate tax rates to 15%, eliminating our 

competition.  

Wall Street, U.S. corporations, sport franchises, entertainment industries, and most of our politicians are 

heavily invested in China. The sellout pigs are using the national security lie to push and justify their 

corruption. Schumer has stripped any security pretenses form the bill, allowing chip companies to 

continue business as usual in China.  This $284B CHIPS bill is another ‘sell out America’ and ‘shovel 

taxpayer money into the corrupt politician’s pockets’ bill. As mentioned in my last paper, Progressivism in 

Action, Biden is now delivering his third promise to China by dropping their tariffs. China Joe is selling out 

the U.S. to China for the $1.5B they paid him.  

In a fascist symbiotic relationship, Progressives collude with the teachers’ unions to ensure their local, 

state, and federal re-election. For example, during the 2020 election, the American Federation of 

Teachers (AFT) donated $2,674,719 and the National Education Association (NEA) donated $1,941,045 to 

the Progressive party. In return, politicians gave teachers job security and lavished them with taxpayer 

pay and retirement benefits that often bankrupt state and local municipalities. To maintain power and to 

ensure future progressive growth, teachers indoctrinate their students with progressive ideologies.   

Teachers’ unions, Progressives, and other Marxists pursue lawsuits to teach subjects such as critical race 

theory (CRT) while they and their fascist media machine tell parents and the public that CRT curriculum is 

a figment of their imagination. The NEA just authorized language directing teachers to teach that men can 
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give birth and chest feed, and that students now have birth parents. Using fascism, the NEA is colluding 

with the DOJ and has authorized a $140K fund to setup a parent terrorist watchlist to subpoena any 

parents who oppose and/or present evidence regarding CRT curriculum. One Nation America reported on 

April 28th, 2022, that more than 13 blue states have Illegally converted over $122B of COVID Relief Funds 

to implement CRT curriculum in their schools. Many consider this a payoff to the teacher’s unions who 

helped implement the fascist machine’s election fraud that illegally installed Biden into the presidency.  

Progressives along with RINO senators John Cornyn and Bill Cassidy are sponsoring the Civics Secures 

Democracy Act which gives states $6 billion to teach CRT instead of American History in their educational 

systems.  The title of former Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos‘s new book, “Hostages No More,” is a 

quote from Horace Mann, a 17th century educational reformer who stated, “educators are entitled to look 

upon parents as having given hostages to our cause.” 

Separate studies by the CDC and The Washington Times found 2.5 and 2.1 million guns respectively are 

used in self-defense each year, that 81% of the time guns are used is for self-defense as opposed to 19% 

for committing crimes, and that 96.2% of mass shootings occur in gun free zones. John Lott’s study from 

the University of Chicago found that states with the largest increase in gun ownership also have the 

largest drop in violent crimes, and that almost all the gun violence occurs in cities controlled by 

Democrats with strict gun laws. Biden’s account of increased gun violence after the 1994 10-year ban on 

assault weapons was an outright lie. That ban had zero effect on gun violence. Under Biden’s presidency, 

however, gun deaths in the U.S. have increased by 25%.   

Democrat run cities won’t enforce gun laws that are already on the books which allows criminals back on 

the street and gun violence to increase.  They then demand more gun laws to prevent law abiding citizens 

of their right to protect themselves against the criminals they just released. For example, 87% of people 

committing gun violence have an average of 12 prior arrests. In New York, the NYPD found that 10 

criminals were arrested 485 times, 716 criminals were responsible for 30% of the shootings, 4,400 people 

were arrested for carrying illegal arms but 1,200 of those cases never made it to trial, and of the 4,400 

only around 700 were convicted. 

Facts, however, don’t matter to Progressives or RINOs, only politics matter. A fascist totalitarian 

government can only exist under a controlled population no matter how lethal it may be for law abiding 

citizens. Citizens must be stripped of their liberties, especially their second amendment gun rights. While 

Progressives let thousands of armed criminals cross our borders and out of jails, they render law abiding 

citizens defenseless. Fascists don’t care that constitutional freedoms are non-negotiable and not up for a 

vote. Global RINO senators like Burr, Cassidy Cornyn, Collins, Ernst, Graham, Murkowski, McConnell, 

Portman, Romney, Toomey, and others believe they’re omnipotent and have the authority to strip 

citizens of their constitutional rights.  

RINO and progressive fascist pigs are in bed together and have formed a unitary party. They fear 

revolution and our weapons because they’ve sold us out. They feel they have job security because they’ve 

either been recently re-elected for another six years or are retiring to their cushy, progressive, corporate 

lobbyist job. They’re perceptive enough to realize when their constituents are finally fed up with their 

bullshit. Like clockwork, just before the majority gets the boot, RINOs assist Progressives in passing hostile 

legislation that wouldn’t have passed once conservatives reclaim the majority. Slim majorities behoove 
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politicians synonymous to conmen. Aware that each party wants to maintain power, they realize people 

will hold their nose and vote them back into office. This tradition must be broken for the sake of our 

country.   

The fascist corporate/government owned media provides cover for their aristocracy. If they can’t prevent 

Trump from seeking office by jailing him, they’ll use the fascist media to sensationalize the January 6 show 

trials and suppression polls to drive down his popularity. Progressives use Saul Alinsky fascist tactics to 

drive conservative news organizations favorable to Trump, like OAN, off the air. Fox News has quashed 

Trump interviews and blacked out his well-received and successful American comeback speeches. Rupert 

Murdoch, who has donated millions to Clinton’s campaign and foundation, wants a candidate more suited 

to the elite “establishment” and mainstream media, one who elevates his family status at cocktail parties.     

Fox hires CNN advocate sellout rejects like Piers Morgan, who, despite mountains of election fraud 

evidence, recently accused Trump of fabricating election fraud conspiracy theories. Fox News ‘talking 

heads’ have been silenced regarding election fraud along with all the other left leaning network 

marionettes. Chris Wallace departed Fox News for CNN after he scandalously aided Joe Biden during the 

presidential debate, and Chris Stirewalt was finally fired in January 2021 for calling Arizona’s 2020 

presidential election early in favor of Joe Biden. 

Arnon Mishkin, Dana Blanton, and other anti-Trump Progressives who rigged Fox News election night 

coverage still run the Fox News decision desk. They continue to rig and run Fox News opinion research 

suppression polls, then publish the phony results that significantly favor progressive opinions and their 

candidates. For example, a Fox News poll claimed that most Americans hate America, with the majority 

being republicans. They have Biden’s approval rating at 45%, 6% above other poll averages, and with his 

disapproval rating at 53%, 8% below other poll averages. The Monmouth University Poll has Biden’s 

approval rating at 38% and disapproval at 57%. Quinnipiac has his approval rating at 33% and disapproval 

rating at 61% which is more in line with other polls. Even progressive Politico has Biden's approval poll 

averages at 39% with only 18% believing the country is headed in the right direction and 79% believing it's 

on the wrong track. 

Once again, the fascist government corporate media, i.e., ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX, NPR, NBC, PBS, are already 

rolling out their suppression polls to make the midterm race look closer than it is. They’re preparing their 

alibi to pretend it was the “fairest election ever” after their fascist progressive machine commits the usual 

voter fraud and rigs another election just like they secured the Kennedy election by blatantly throwing 

thousands of ballots into Mayor Daley’s Chicago River. An NBC poll just claimed it’s now a 46% to 46% 

split between which party Americans want to control congress, and Fox claims it’s Dems 44% to Reps 47%, 

well within the margin of error. (See PIA CHP. For The People Act p. 21) 

They endlessly sell this suppression poll bridge. Either they’re lying, or the American people are the 

dumbest masochists on the planet. It hard to believe that the American people would continue to allow 

these elite, globalist, progressive pigs to rape and pillage them, their families, and their country after they 

tyrannically unleashed crime, inflation, the DOJ, IRS, EPA, SEC, intelligence, and other government 

agencies on them. They’ve opened our borders, imposed lockdowns, destroyed our jobs, incomes, 

standard of living, children’s education, and foreign policy. We still haven’t felt the effect from their 

Orwellian named “Inflation Reduction Act” that will release another round of inflation and 87K more IRS 
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agents on middle- and lower-income American families. This bill will further increase our energy costs and 

erode our standard of living. Good luck heating your homes this winter; maybe you can sleep in your 

electric car.   

Zuckerberg claims he's not going to get involved in the 2022 elections. That’s hysterical! His corporate 

friends and the 501 (c) (3) progressive organizations already possess and have updated the crucial swing 

states’ voter registrations lists. Fascist, corporate, state-run organizations already retain and have 

enhanced the lists, making them even more progressive computer friendly for the upcoming elections. 

They retained everything needed during the 2020 election to rig future elections and can now bypass the 

states. Ron Johnson (R Sen. WI) claims Zuckerberg’s political hacks had the keys to the Wisconsin 

absentee ballot room.  

Zuckerberg no longer needs to bribe or purchase the lists from corrupt progressive state office election 

officials. When the corporatists combine their voter registrations lists with King Biden’s executive order 

that mandates billions in government election funding and that all government agencies must be involved 

in voter recruitment, the 2022 election will be a Zuckerberg fascist 2020 election repeat on steroids. The 

Progressives jailed Dinesh D’Souza for 18 months for passing an extra $10K to a friend’s campaign but did 

nothing to Zuckerberg and Bloomberg whose combined contributions to the Progressive party’s 2020 

campaign was nearly $1B. Contrary to America’s interest, the RINOs looked the other way while the 

fascists rigged our elections to empower and enrich themselves, and still, no one’s in prison.  

It’s disheartening to constantly watch sellout, uninformed RINOs and the conservative media talking 

heads distort facts, distance themselves, and run for cover while condemning the January 6 protesters. 

Fearing their corporate masters, blow back, and dismal ratings, they disregarded the purpose of the 

protest and failed to report on the substantial election fraud evidence and blatant voting irregularities. 

They’ve ignored the perverse, counterinsurgent, fascist, Saul Alinsky tactics used by the Progressives and 

the unconstitutional treatment of the protesters. They’ve joined the fascists, have been redirected and 

duped into regurgitating progressive talking points.  Neither the RINOs nor the conservative media ever 

demanded that the progressive thugs who laid waste to the Wisconsin capital for months be jailed. No 

matter how heinous a Progressive’s crime, they always get the benefit of the doubt.   

Like in third world countries, the progressives have held many January 6 protesters in solitary 

confinement for almost two years without a trail for merely standing outside or taking selfies inside the 

capital. In contrast, Biden’s DOJ declined to prosecute and set free the Colbert staffers who unlawfully 

broke into the capitol building on several different occasions. J6 actions were miniscule compared to the 

$6B in destruction and the lives lost across our country during the Antifa and BLM riots. Like Whitmer’s 

kidnapping and Charlottesville, it appears that the FBI, BLM, and Antifa operatives again setup and led the 

destruction during the January 6 protest. Pelosi, the DOJ, FBI, and capital police are again complicit in 

covering up the truth by hiding thousands of hours of tapes to push their January 6 charade.  

While maximizing J6 protesters’ prosecutions, progressives unabashedly display and promote their own 

thugs’ riotous intimidation. They incorporate fascism to defend their destructive armies who assist them 

in destroying our civil society, empowering and enriching them. They use social and corporate media, 

corporate funds, NGOs, Go Fund Me bail money, the courts, and legislative bully pulpits. They train their 
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cameras toward a hail of bullets, fiery backdrops of violent out-of-control mobs and mass destruction, 

then vigorously deny and defend their actions.  

Our new two-tier justice system has never been more evident. A progressive D.C. jury acquitted Hillary 

Clinton’s lawyer, Sussman, even after key witnesses admitted, and his own texts proved, that he and 

Hillary purposely mislead the FBI to influence and rig an election. Conversely, the January 6 protesters 

remain locked up without trial for almost two years for protesting the election that Sussman & Hilary 

rigged. While Peter Navarro, Steve Bannon and J6 protesters are jailed, Sussman goes free. It’s interesting 

to note that most D.C. residents hold government jobs, 92% vote democrat, and even liberal lawyer Alan 

Dershowitz admits it virtually impossible for a conservative to get a fair trial in that town.  

Biden’s DOJ is anxiously awaiting the end of the J6 show trial so they can railroad Trump in a D.C. trial like 

they did to Manafort, Stone, Flynn, Papadopoulos, Navarro, Bannon, and January 6 protesters. Like in a 

third world country prior to an election, the DOJ is now colluding with J6 show trial conspirators to 

influence and rig another election. They’ve again fabricated charges to raid a former president’s home, 

hoping to defame and/or prove any unlawful activity.   

The Franklin Square Washington D.C. riots during Trump’s 2017 inauguration kickstarted two years of 

Antifa and Black Lives Matter riots. Hundreds of rioters committed vandalism, set fires, and overturned 

cars. Six police officers were injured, 200 progressive militants were arrested, and it took 5,000 National 

Guardsman to quell the riot. Still, the fascist machine insisted that the most heinous insurrection in our 

history occurred on January 6. Unlike the January 6 incitement charges brought against Trump, the DOJ 

refused to even investigate the incitement of Nancy Pelosi and John Lewis who, just prior to Trump’s 

inauguration, broadcast their lie that Trump’s presidency was illegitimate due to Russian election 

interference.   

Jake Sullivan, Bidens national security adviser, remains free after lying to Congress regarding Russian 

collusion. Obama’s former head of the IRS, Lois Lerner, walked free after she lied to congress and 

unlawfully targeted, audited, and litigated conservative donors into bankruptcy. Holder’s fast and furious, 

Clinton’s foundation, Benghazi, and Uranium 1, Schumer’s Supreme Court threats, doxes, and illegal 

protests are all ignored by the DOJ. Maxine Waters’ orders to persecute MAGA and attacks on the White 

House and White House visitors all escape media and DOJ scrutiny. The progressive, fascist machine, 

however, continues fabricating incitement indictments against Trump over his January 6 involvement, 

against his administration and supporters, and against parents protecting their school children.  

RINOs will not go after the Obama/Biden administration, Clintons, FBI, CIA, NSA, IRS, DOJ, FISA court 

judges, or congressional members like Pelosi, Shift, Swalwell, etc. They won’t go after ambassadors  like 

Yovanovitch, Fiona Hill, Taylor, or sociopaths like Vindman. They won’t go after progressive bureaucrats or 

their affiliated government confederates. They won’t go after Mueller, his corrupt panel, McCabe, Page, 

Comey, Strzok, the 51 spies who lied, or the others who falsified evidence to keep themselves in power. 

All the above used their offices to setup a phony Russian collusion story, harass, bankrupt, and jail their 

political opponents, then lied to Congress to impeach a U.S. president to empower and enrich themselves.  

RINOs will not hold the Democrats liable for rigging federal elections and illegitimately seizing 

administrative and congressional powers. They have ignored the Progressives’ unconstitutional, despotic, 
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executive orders that implemented lockdowns, seized private property, nationalized businesses, shredded 

our liberties, opened our borders, and misappropriated funds. They sat idle when Progressives 

unconstitutionally blocked them from legislative procedures, committees, documents, facilities, 

representative offices, and shook down and jailed their constituents, among other atrocities.   

No, the Republicans will continue to allow Democrats to control and run the government just like they did 

when Trump was in office and they held the Congressional majority. They allow Democrats to get away 

with their corrupt, dirty cons because the RINOs are terrified of the fascist, corporate machine and its 

media. Democrats also provide them cover while they line their pockets. Elite establishment RINOs won’t 

make them pay because they’re part of the fascist swamp.  

The elite Republican establishment swamp creatures that applaud RINOs like McCarthy and McConnell 

think it is going to be business as usual if they win back the majority. They think they’re going to rotate 

back into leadership roles and continue to line their pockets without rocking the boat. McConnell has 

already promised that he won’t go after Biden, Schumer, Pelosi, or other progressives that have 

constantly railroaded Republicans. He has already proclaimed “business as usual”, supported their recent 

legislation, and bought his democrat allies an expensive bottle of Kentucky whiskey to commemorate 

their new global, corporate, government alliance. He is more worried about his wife’s shipping business 

with China than the American people and needs Democrats to keep the government graph gravy train 

going. 

RINOs like McConnell and McCarthy are more disgusting than Progressives. They attack Republicans more 

frequently than Democrats, and both are destroying our country.  Secretly they agree with much of the 

progressive ideology and legislation. They bargain with the same corporate masters and corporate 

lobbyists to sellout, centralize, isolate, and imprison their constituents. They feed off each other, go along 

to get along, to empower themselves and line their pockets.  

Trump supporters were thrilled that he put America first, leveled the playing field, and took the yoke off 

the poor and middle class. He made an error in judgement, however, when he endorsed ‘fellow 

Republicans’ like McCarthy, McConnell, Romney, and Christopher Wray. The media eventually exposed 

McCarthy for pushing for Trump’s impeachment and social media’s censorship of his own political party. I 

thought only progressive Marxists claimed free speech is a threat to democracy. Speaking of RINOs, Mitt 

Romney is playing the conservative media again, including Fox. Once again, he is pretending to take 

conservative positions so he can run in the 2024 presidential election as a third-party candidate, spoiling 

the chances of true conservatives and helping the progressives win. These Flimflam con artists need to go. 

Mars is nice this time of year. 

President Trump proved that economies can yield both increased wages and job growth without inflation; 

that cutting taxes and deregulation gives businesses more freedom while increasing government revenue; 

that you can increase energy while decreasing pollution; that you can control the border with a wall, 

resolve the Middle East conflict through the Abraham Accords, and achieve global peace through 

strength. Trump was a threat to their global, fascist, establishment world order and had to be destroyed. 

Now the pigs are back, happily feeding at the trough and enriching themselves at the expense and misery 

of hard-working Americans. Jefferson said, “when the government fears the people, we have liberty; 

when the people fear the government, we have tyranny.’ 
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IV. Fascionomics 
Biden’s poor economy is not Putin’s fault, it is the fault of Biden and the Progressives’ radical, socialist, 

fascist policies: their modern monetary theory, welfare state expansion, excessive government spending, 

war on fossil fuels, massive regulations, business tax, and money printing. It is caused by the Progressive’s 

war on free market capitalism and their attempt to turn our market economy into a state-run economy. 

The Progressive’s war on the five pillars of macroeconomics, i.e., broad based low-rate flat tax, spending 

restraints, sound money, minimal regulations, and free trade, is sending our whole economy into turmoil. 

Lyin’ Biden claimed that he inherited a bad economy when in fact, thanks to Trump, our GDP increased by 

4.5% in Q4 2020 and by 6.3% in Q1 2021. The economy was already in a post pandemic recovery making 

the March 2021 $1.9T stimulus unnecessary. Under Trump our economy was growing over 4% with 

inflation at 1.4%, proving his policies of low taxes and deregulation worked. And then came Joe. In his first 

year in office, Biden imposed 69 regulations, more than any other president in history. In comparison, 

Obama imposed 52 and Trump 22. In 2021 alone, the Biden administration levied $201B in regulatory 

costs, three times more than Obama and 40 times more than Trump in his first year. Regulations now cost 

the American people over $2T annually, or 1% of annual GDP. Hilariously, the fascist media call Trump the 

dictator. Anybody have a mirror? 

Lyin’ Biden claimed that Trump’s tax cuts caused deficit spending and income inequality. But according to 

the IRS tax treasury data, thanks to Trump’s tax cuts, the U.S. treasury brought in a record $2.1 trillion in 

federal tax revenue in 2021. In the second quarter, tax revenues came in at 20% of GDP, again breaking 

all-time tax revenue records while income inequality shrunk to an all-time low. Trump’s tax cuts are 

responsible for the only good economic news we have today. Despite record benefits to America and its 

citizens, Schumer, New York’s freak senator, wants to steal and spend more of your money and is gutting 

the last remnants of Trump’s tax cuts. The projecting Progressives plan to raise your taxes another $739B 

and have resorted to their age-old lie of claiming it’s the Republicans who want to raise taxes and cut 

Social Security and Medicare. Where is the Ministry of Truth when you need it? 

Lyin’ Biden claimed that he created job growth, but he hasn’t created any new jobs. His Job growth boast 

is also full of shit. Twenty-two million people returning to work after the progressives unlawfully locked 

down our economy is not job creation. There are an historic 11.5 million unfilled jobs and 5.6 million more 

jobs than workers, or two job openings for every unemployed worker. During Trump’s pre-pandemic 

boom, in February 2020, there were 64 million people in the workforce. On May 6, 2022, another 428,000 

people returned to work and Biden’s civilian labor force is still 1.2 million below Trump’s pre-pandemic 

peak. If Trump’s 2017-2019 job creation trend was still in place today, the labor force would have 6 

million more workers than it currently has. Biden’s has not created jobs; pre-pandemic jobs, created by 

Trump and subsequently shutdown by Progressives, have simply been refilled. 

Trump’s economic growth would have been even faster with his inflation rate at 1.4% except, in 2018, 

Powell did the fascist machine’s bidding by needlessly raising interest rates four times to intentionally 

slow growth and dampen Trump’s economic success. Conversely, Powell propped up the Bidden economy 

by refusing to raise interest rates until inflation was out of control at 8.6%. In 2022, even though the 

economy was already in post-pandemic recovery, Powell and the Fed printed $2 trillion to support Biden 

and his Progressives’ spending bills resulting in massive inflation. The Federal Reserve has gone political 
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and has joined the fascist, progressive regime. Foolishly, Biden is again calling for a wealth tax, a punitive 

tax on companies which will lead to reduced economic growth and supply side inflation. 

Biden constantly repeats the delusion that our economy has never been better and is growing at historic 

levels, but the Washington Post, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Fannie Mae, FDIC, and Mark Thiessen all 

disagree. According to the Atlanta Fed, Biden’s GDP in Q1 2022 decreased at an annual rate of 1.6% and 

fell another .9% in Q2 2022, clearly indicating we are now in a recession, assuming you are still using the 

original definition of ‘recession.’ Disposable income shrunk by 3.3%. Instead of May’s retail sales 

increasing by .2%, they are down .3%, and instead of a 3% increase in manufacturing, it, too, is down 

1.2%. If Biden does not screw anything else up, like passing the BBB bill, the Fed’s economic growth 

projections for his next three years are under 2%, just like Obama’s growth rates of 1.7% for 2022-2023 

and 1.9% for 2024. Their new heralded economic transition.  

Consumer and business confidence has never been lower going back to the 1960s. The stock market had 

its worst trading session dating back to the 1930s. The credit markets and junk triple C bonds are starting 

to widen indicating stress at the lower income levels, and household, consumer, business, and builder 

expectations are plunging. Despite what Biden says, just like during Obama’s administration, all the data 

indicates stagflation and recession are imminent. Regardless of the White House’s alternate Orwellian 

reality, changing the definition of ‘recession’ will not nullify the fact that we are indeed in a recession.  

Another lie Joe keeps promulgating is that he reduced the deficit by $2 trillion when in fact our deficit has 

grown by $2.78 trillion under his watch, the second largest deficit in American history. If there was a slight 

intermittent deficit reduction, it would have been because most of the emergency spending packages 

have expired, Trump’s tax cuts increased federal revenues, and inflation boosted business revenues.  

Biden also constantly repeats the lie that the U.S. economy has the best and lowest inflation in the world. 

However, a recent study from the San Francisco Fed found that U.S. core CPI was three times higher than 

all the OECD countries, specifically 6% versus 2%. This includes 37 nations in Europe, North America, and 

Asia, and all the G7 countries. Putin did not cause this; it was Biden’s energy restrictions, tighter 

regulations, and cramming more money into Trump’s V- shaped recovery that created higher demand and 

less supply which drove inflation. Powell then financed Biden’s policies by buying bonds and increasing 

the money supply. They won’t, but if they restored Trump’s energy policies, they might mitigate the 

recession’s intensity. Trump handed them a V-shaped recovery which they quickly and purposely 

destroyed.  

Inflation is the highest it has been in 41 years and weekly average gas prices are at all-time highs. 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the June consumer price index (CPI) rose from 8.6% to 9.1% 

and the producers price index (PPI) from May rose 1% to 11.3% year to year. When PPI increases faster 

than CPI, this usually indicates higher inflation and layoffs ahead. Since Biden took office, inflation grew 

from 1.4% to 9.1%, 13% overall, and most economists believe real inflation is 19%. July’s CPI index 

dropped slightly to 8.5% but is still at a 41 year high, yet Lyin’ Biden Immediately and falsely claimed we 

had zero inflation.      

Biden’s policies have shorted us 1.5M barrels of oil a day, gas and heating oil prices have doubled, and the 

Progressives tell us to prepare for rolling blackouts. Good luck charging that $70K Econoline electric 
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vehicle they are forcing you to purchase with your declining income. Hope you don’t have an emergency 

or need to travel far. Instead of waiting two hours between charges, you’ll be waiting two days. 

Biden’s anti-American policies have disrupted and annihilated our supply chains, providing him with 

another inflation excuse. He is using this self-inflicted inflation to again screw the American worker and 

honor his $1.5B China bribe by lifting their tariffs. This excuse, however, does not hold water because 

Trump’s 2018-2019 China tariffs caused zero inflation. (In TC’s Build Back Better paper, he predicted the 

lifting of China’s tariffs.) 

To further the trainwreck, Biden and the Progressives are reviving the Build Back Better Bill. They claim 

they are reducing spending as they add $840B in spending and $739B in new taxes. The fascists are 

levying this tax on hard working Americans at a time when we have out of control inflation, the economy 

is heading into a Biden recession, and businesses are still struggling after COVID.  

This insanity will be the final blow to small businesses, destroying 70% of our economy, producing massive 

unemployment, and decreasing tax revenues. They may finally achieve their goal of destroying our 

economy to usher in their Marxist redistribution society. Biden and the globalist are again putting the 

whip to the backs of American workers to teach them a lesson for voting for Trump. Progressives only 

pretend to care about people to gain power. 

They want to bring back child tax credits and other welfare programs to buy more votes, subsidize the 

out-of-control inflation that their spending policies have caused, and make more people dependent on 

the Progressive party for their existence. Their tax and spend philosophy will shore up their aristocracy for 

a few years before inflation is completely out of control, the economy collapses, and they are able to gain 

full control of the country. Higher taxes, massive welfare programs, the Green New Deal, a carbon-free 

power grid, slowing job markets, and negative wage growth will lead to permanent 1% GDP, recession, 

and stagflation. Welcome to Obama’s Cuba. 

Billions of dollars are still gushing from the American Rescue Act causing inflation to continue rising. The 

money is going to places like horse tracks in Arizona, planting trees in New York, prisoners, and, best of 

all, every Japanese citizen gets $1,400. The Washington Post reports that at least $163B was stolen from 

the unemployment COVID Relief Fund and believes it’s closer to $400B. Still, the Progressives want more 

of your money; record high tax revenues just aren’t enough for them. Just in case you have any money 

left, they are planning another $840B in spending and $739B in new tax hikes.  

Passed by reconciliation, the $739B Build Back Better Bill, Orwellianly renamed the “Inflation Reduction 

Act”, targets small businesses and the middle and lower class. According to the Joint Committee on 

Taxation (JTC), in 2023, the bill will increase taxes by $17B on earners making less than 200K, and by 2031, 

those earning below $400K will bear 66% of the burden. The Committee to Unleash Prosperity claims it 

will eliminate 900,000 jobs, reduce GDP by 1.2%, and cost families another $1,200 annually. This is in 

addition to the monthly $717, $8,604 annually, that Americans are presently paying caused by Biden’s 

other spending.  

We the people are also taxed through inflation when the aristocrats print money to pay for corrupt laws 

which empower and enrich them. According to the CBO, the bill will do nothing to reduce inflation, will 

add $30B to the deficit in the first five years, and 90% of the imagined .3% deficit reduction is backloaded 
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to 2031. This bill is clearly a midterm election political payout to their progressive donors. When 

combined with the recently passed $230B CHIPS bill, it will add another $1T in inflationary tax and 

spending. The Progressives have now taxed and spent over $3.8T since taking office 17 months ago. 

Included is Janet Yellen’s 15% corporate minimum tax, a globalist corporate power grab  in which only the 

U.S. is participating. This will disincentivize capital gains carried interest investment, new job creation, 

supply side manufacturing, businesses from relocating back to the U.S., and makes U.S. companies less 

competitive overseas. Manufacturers are impacted the most, having their annual revenue reduced by 

50%, or $50 billion annually. Retailers, holding companies, information sectors, and other industries will 

average a 10% annual revenue reduction. Most of these increases will get passed onto consumers. 

Schumer’s “Inflation Reduction Act” is a war on seniors and does exactly what he accused the Republicans 

of doing. It not only passes higher costs to seniors, but it taxes them disproportionately and cuts $280 

billion out of Medicare. It taxes and places price controls on pharmaceuticals, reducing lifesaving 

innovations, and puts an excise tax on gas, increasing retirees’ energy costs.  

The bill includes $369B for energy and climate and $300B in green loan guarantees. It gives $60B for 

environmental justice initiatives, whatever the hell that means. It gives $9B to the rich for EV tax credits, 

$3 billion for climate justice, $2.6B for coastal habitats, and $1.5B to plant trees. It includes $64B for 

Obama’s ACA which will cost $280 billion over 10 years. It contains $21B in new energy taxes, including a 

16.4 cent tax on each barrel of crude oil, increases lease rates by 500%, and drilling fees by 33%. Even 

though Europe has declared natural gas a clean energy that has significantly reduced greenhouse gases, 

this bill taxes natural gas $6.5B annually which will significantly increase home heating costs. To 

implement their Marxist socialist agenda, they deny natural and economic science and lie to the American 

people.  

It increases the IRS budget by a factor of 6, from $12.5B to $80B, adding 87,000 auditing agents, doubling 

their number. Both the JTC and Senate Finance committee have found that 90% of the audits performed 

and unreported income collected by the IRS will come from people making less than $200,000 per year; 

less than 10% will come from people making $500,000 or more, despite Joe’s lie that nobody with income 

below $400K will be affected. Their purpose is to target small businesses and people making less than 

$200,000 a year. 97% of IRS bureaucrats contribute to the Democratic party and, like Lois Lerner, these 

agents will target their political opponents. Recently 70K IRS agents donated more than $600,000 to the 

Democrat party and 157K agents will more than double those contributions to over $1.2M. 

Even though reconciliation rules are limited to legislation regarding budgetary concerns, the progressives 

have unlawfully buried their fascist, statutory legislation within the bill to overturn the court’s West 

Virginia vs EPA decision. Without direction or legislative language, it illegally gives the EPA $45M in 

statutory authority, $18 million to regulate the generation and use of electricity’s greenhouse gas 

emissions. This not only gives the EPA control of how electricity is produced but also controls how it is 

used by individuals. It includes $5 million to enforce ESG reporting to make sure companies and 

individuals are compliant with ESG regulations. If not challenged, this illegal reconciliation statutory 

authority power grab will give EPA bureaucrats legislative power to rewrite environmental laws that 

regulate industries, homes, and individuals. It will unleash EPA woke bureaucrat regulators on Americans 

which will force our energy costs to skyrocket.  
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Using the UN climate model, climatologist Bjorn Lomborg found that the $400B Green New Deal spending 

in the “Inflation Reduction Act” will only decrease global temperatures between .00028-.000009. In 

return, small business passthroughs and corporations get a $53B and $222B tax hike, respectively, senior 

retirement and government pensioners’ 401Ks and IRAs get a $74B tax hike, and everyone gets a $250B 

prescription drug increase due to price controls. Just like government student loans increased tuition, 

Ford and other auto manufactures increased auto prices between $6,500-$8000 thanks to the greenie tax 

credits. Meanwhile, the EPA will receive a $27B slush fund that rewards progressive donors who filter 

donations through endless bogus Solyndra-type companies that empower and enrich the fascist 

progressive machine. 
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